Sapimed
Rectocam
The Rectocam systems are simple and versatile and allow to evaluate the
rectum and the anal canal from a “new observation point”. By connecting
the camera’s to an external video device (Monitor/PC/Laptop/Tablet/
Smartphone) the specialist can observe the images directly on the screen
and formulate an accurate diagnosis. Their pairing with light sources,
photo printers, gauges, electro-scalpels or echographs make them autonomous and portable proctological devices.
Each Rectocam device is coupled to a practical, functional and intuitive
software able to record videos, sound and still images made during the
visit in your patient database.
Thanks to their exclusive fenestrated adapters, Rectocam cameras allow
to preform biopsies during an anoscopy.
The Rectocam Wi-Fi is a portable digital system for HD video magnifying
whose technical and ergonomic have been optimized for its usage in the
medical field and in particular, for the study of the anal-rectal mucosa
in procedures like HRA (High resolution Anoscopy). But this is not it. Its
compact dimensions, the possibility to visualise images on a smartphone
through a dedicated free app and the highly reduced costs, make Micro
Rectocam Wi-Fi a solution available to all the specialists willing to offer a
complete service to their patients anytime.

The acquisition and storage of images and videos during diagnostic and surgical activity is a practice which has become more and
more popular in the last few years. Thanks to the development of dedicated technologies, it is now an operative standard to examine
the pathological situation of a single patient and to evaluate the most suitable therapeutic approach, deliberating with department
colleagues of specialised centres elsewhere. At the same time, production of scientific evidences intended not only for the research
or for the didactics but also for the elaboration of medical/legal support made the presence of advance IT video instruments extremely necessary.
Product Code

Description

QTY

EM200SW

Micro Rectocam Wi-Fi

Each

A.4002

Connector for rectoscope grip and Video camera

Each

A.4001

Connector for Self-Light and video camera

Each
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